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“Learning Process Continues Until the Day You Die”

Kirk   Douglas.

The future depends on what we do today. It is like a thought,

meaning that it is our actions that define and shape our future.

In other words, our every action in the present will determine

our outcome in the future. That is why man is compelled to do

good karmas. We believe that whatever we do now will have

consequences in the near future. The past, present, and future

are connected by a continuous chain of events. In this way,

present events are related to past actions. When we

understand this, we realize that the future depends on past

events. This is what we learn from history. The reality is that

every decision you make and every action you take will

determine what your future will look like. When you reach your

goals in the future, you will look back and realize that your

journey was so rich and the satisfaction is immense. So,

continuously work towards the future you want and make the

best use of your time and resources today. Let us be

productive, be a good example to others, and be a blessing to

them. As we live in this world, let's inspire our people to do

better in our society and the new generation.

I am very glad to see the publication of a second news bulletin.

The St. Mary's Chronicle is a reflection of a series of creative

programmes undertaken by our institution, departments,

associations, and various clubs over the past months. I express

my gratitude to the entire St. Mary's family for the wholehearted

support and great service rendered by all for the good work of

our Institute. A big congratulations to the IQAC Magazine

Committee members for completing the St. Mary's Chronicle

beautifully.

Fr Denny CM

Chronicles
St. Mary's

NPTEL
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Department of Psychology

• Internal Quality Assurance

Cell(IQAC) of St. Mary’s

College, Puthanangadi has

organized a faculty

development programme on

the topic ‘Outcome based

education and its

Implementation’ on 6th July

2022. In which, we had an

excellent trainer, Mr.

Andrews Jose, (Assistant

professor, department of

computer science, Viswa

Jyothi College of

Engineering, Vazhakkulam.)

• IQAC an orientation

programme for the teachers

- The Efficient Teacher, on

8th August 2022. Dr. KK

Balachandran (HoD of

Commerce and

Management studies, St.

Mary’s College,

Puthanangadi) has

conducted a class.

• IQAC conducted another

faculty development seminar

on the topic Teacher’s

Professional code of

Conduct on 8th August 2022.

Mr. Narayanan Namboothiri,

(Assistant Professor,

Department of Commerce

and Management Studies)

was the chief speaker.

• As part of World

Environmental Day

Celebration, the Department

of Psychology has

distributed seeds to the

nearby area of our campus.

• On 1st July, the Department

organized a special

programme PTSD

awareness day.

• On July 2nd the department

of Psychology had an

Industrial visit to Calicut.

• To commemorate the

legend, – Vykkam

muhammed Basheer, the

Department conducted a

variety programme A love

letter to Basheer.

• As part of Independence

Day celebration, the

department organized a

patriotic song competition

on 12th August.

• The department of

Commerce and

Management studies

collectively organized a

seminar on Mental Health

and Hygiene. The resource

person was Miss.

Vanessa, (Assistant

Professor, Dept. of

Psychology, St. Mary’s

College, Puthanangadi.)

• On 16th August, the

Department of Commerce

and Management studies

proudly organized

OBRIGADO, a

thanksgiving programme.

In which the students of

B.com Finance respected

their teachers by giving

them their portraits.

• On 8th August, the

department organized a

friendship day celebration

in the campus with some

variety programmes.

• The Department organized

a letter writing competition

as part of

• On 16th August, the

department organized a

Pencil Drawing

Competition.

Department of Commerce

Faculty development programme on the topic ‘Outcome based 

education and its Implementation.

Programmes organized by IQAC

• The Department of

Computer Science

organized a skill

development programme on

18th July, on Flutter Hub –

the one day training

programme consisted of two

sessions, in which the

department had two eminent

resource persons, Mr.

Danish K and Mr. T. Abbas,

(Project managers of FLIT,

Perinthalmanna.)

• The department offered a

career opportunity seminar

for the final year students on

11th August 2022.

Department of computer Science 
has Organized a Skill 
Development Programme
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• On 27th July, Department of

Hindi has conducted an inter

department story writing

competition for our students.

• On 5th August, Hindi

department along with the

Department of Malayalam,

has conducted a quiz

competition. The subject

was Ramayana masam

(karkidakam)

• To commemorate

Independence day with a

difference, the Department

of second languages

together organized several

programmes in between

August 12th and 17th.

Patriotic song competition

was one among them.

• The department of second

language- Malayalam,

commemorated Vykom

Muhammed Basheer Day on

5th July. Mr. Jyothinadh

Varrier, Assistant professor,

St. Mary’s college had a talk

on ‘Basheer kruthikalude

Samakalika Prasakthi’.

• On 11th August, Malayalam

department commemorated

the famous Malayalam poet

Uroob, PC Kuttikrishnan,

with an essay writing

competition.

• The Department of English

conducted Plantes Vertes

programme on 6th June

2022 as a part of world

environment day. They

planted indoor plants in the

classrooms to create an

eco-friendly attitude among

students.

• On 20th June 2022, The

Department of English

conducted an ‘Orientation

Programme named

‘Research Methodology’ for

final year BA English

students. Mr. Salmanul Faris

K, Assistant Professor at

Jain (deemed to be

University) was the Chief

guest.

• On 27th June 2022, The

Department of English

conducted named ‘Inside the

Narcos’, a documentary

presentation as a part of

spreading awareness of

anti-drug done by 2nd year

MA students.

• On 27th June 2022, The

Department of English

conducted a programme

named ‘Scaffolder’ which is

a part of extension activity at

Sai Snehatheeram (Tribal

Hostel).

• On 27th June 2022, The

Department of English

conducted a program named

‘BAG’ as a part of best

practice which is an initiative

to fill inmates of Sai

Snehatheeram, Tribal

Hostel, Perinthalmanna.

• As part of Independence

Day, the Department of

English proudly organized a

face painting competition for

the college students on 11th

August. The theme was 75th

independence day. It was a

teamwise competition,

several teams from various

department participated.

• To ensure the social

responsibility of the

department of English, we

conducted a quiz

competition for higher

secondary students as part

of Independence day. The

department under the quiz

mistress Ms. Adithya,

Assistant Professor,

Department of English,

visited St. Mary’s Higher

Secondary School,

Pariyapuram, on 9th August.

Department of Economics

• On 28th June, The

Department of Ecoonomics

proudly organized their

extension programme –

SMELL -An appreciation for

the SSLC and Plus Two

winners at Balikasadanam

Pariyapuram.

• On 17th August, the

Department proudly

organized their first Inter

collegiate Quiz competition

on Indian Economy. The

team from Mankada

Government Arts and

Science college has won the

first prize, Rs 2000 prize

money and certificates.

Department of second languages

National Service Scheme

(NSS) of St. Mary’s College,

Puthanangadi has organized

a variety of programmes in

the academic year 2022-23.

• On 6th June 2022, we

conducted a Cyclotron to

spread the message of

World Environment Day.

• On 18th of June, we

conducted a cleaning

programme. The

volunteers cleaned a

nearby small steam. The

programme was

inaugurated by the Local

body member Smt.

Vijayakumari.

• On 20th of June, the NSS

volunteers of St. Mary’s

college has set up a

pesticide free vegetable

garden on the top of the

library block of our college.

• In the month of July, the

NSS volunteers gathered

several times together to

ensure the smooth growth

of vegetable garden and to

clean the college

surroundings.

• On 15th August, NSS

volunteers gathered

together at college to

celebrate Independence

Day.

National Service Scheme (NSS) 
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• The Department organised a workshop to introduce NPTEL

Swayam courses to the students on 15th July 22, at college

computer lab. Miss. Ann Mariya Mathew, Assistant Professor of

Political Science has presented the topic.

• On 22nd July, the Department celebrated Kargil Vijay Diwas

under the guidance of IQAC of our college.

• On 11th August, the students of History Department

presented flash mob to spread the message of Aazadi ka

Amruth Mahotsav.

• As part of Independence Day, the Department

organised a quiz competition.

• On 19th August, the Department organised a seminar

on Research Methodology to the final year students.

Department of History10.26

Department of Physics 

• The Department of Physics conducted a

seminar presentation on the topic Only

One Earth by Muhammed Musthafa,

fourth semester BSC Physics on 6th

June 2022.

• On 8th June 2022, The Department of

Physics conducted an Orientation

Programme for fifth semester students

by Prof.Thomas.K.George,

HOD,Department of Physics, St.Mary’s

College, Puthanangadi.10.26
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Onam celebration at St. Mary's

College of the academic year

2022-23 was held on 1

September 2022. The

spellbinding event 'Polivonam

2022', began with 'Mega-

Thiruvathirakkali” of the

students, which was made

stunning with the passionate

participation of more than 200

students. Principal reminded

the students about keeping the

propriety of the college while

celebrating their day. Acquiring

the words of Fr. Denny

Cholappallil unreservedly the

students took on the programs

with its full spirit. College

auditorium, and the college

ground were positioned set as

the places for conducting the

competition items. College

auditorium was set for the

flower carpet competition

which was running smoothly

while the other items were

being steered on the ground.

The celebration was made

flamboyant with events like

uriyadi, vadamvali, musical

chair, etc. which was arranged

for boys and girls separately

and was made successful with

the active participation of the

students. The programme has

made more fascinating with

the performance of sinkari

melam , and has concluded

with serving the kerala

traditional sweet Paysam for

the whole college. The day

with its gorgeousness and

gaudiness certainly made a

place in the memory of each

student. For keeping the

beauty of the day forever,

Valluvanad news channel has

covered the visuals from the

beginning till the end.

Onam Celebration

•The Department of Chemistry

has celebrated the World

Environment Day in a different

way with paper bag making

and distribution.

•The Department organised a

Life Skill Development

Programme and Yoga session

on 19th July 22. Mr.

Muhammed Anees, Assistant

Professor, Physical Education,

St. Mary’s College, lead the

session.

•As part of Independence Day,

the Department organised a

variety programme, Discover

India – Treasure Hunt. PAGE-05
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Department of Political science

Department of Physical Education

Physical Training

Aug 29,2022, 3 .00 pm St

Mary's College Puthanangadi

celebrated national Sports day

on 29th August to

Commemerate the birth

anniversary of Hockey legend,

major Dhyan Chand. The day

is also dedicated to the Sports

Heroes and Champions, of the

nation honoring their

contribution and dedication

towards bringing Laurals to the

country.

St Mary's college

Puthananagadi in collaboration

with monti international

institution conducted a cross

country competition and 50

students were participated

with the aim to rise awareness

about the values of sports

discipline, perseverance,

sportsman spirit, teamwork,

and to encourage public in

large to take a sports and make

it an integral part of their lives

and also emphasis on the

importance of being fit and

healthy.

• The Department of Political

Science has organized

Praveshanotsav 2022 at

Puthanangadi Government

Anganavadi. The students of

the department distributed

books and other necessary

items to the students.

• As part of World Environment

Day, Department of Political

Science conducted a cleaning

programme at Govt.

Homeopathy Hospital and also

Sapling Planted.

• On 19th June, as part of

reading day, the department

started a book collection to

donate.

• On 26th June 2022, the

Department of Political

Science conducted a slogan

writing competition as a part of

World International Drug

Control Day.

• On 28th June 2022,

Department of Political

Science visited Kerala Institute

of Local Administration (KILA)

as a part of industrial visit.

• On 5th July, the department

organized Basheer

ormadivasam along with

Malayalam department.

• On 21st July, the department

offered an orientation to the

final year students on

Research Methodology. Dr.

Jithesh Balakrishnan, Former

research scholar, CUK was

the resource person.

• On August 5th, the

department organized an

awareness class for the U P

school students on Hiroshima

day

• As part of Independence

Day, the department organized

an inter collegiate Rangoli

making competition on 12th

August 2022.
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St. Mary’s College,

Puthanangadi was

proud to add yet another

golden feather on its

crown, as we decided to

conduct another two day

International

Conference on its 25th

anniversary celebration

year. This is the second

time that we are hoisting

our prestigious program

of the college-

International

Conference, and this

time the topic was

Media, Society and

CultureEmerging

Trends on 30 & 31

August 2022.

Day one was started

with a beautiful and

enchanting prayer for

the blessings from

almighty was a must.

Followed by our Hon.

Principal Rev.Fr.Denny

Cholappalllil CFIC

delivered the welcome

speech. Mr.Aswin.P K,

Assistant Professor,

Dept. of Commerce and

Management Studies

gave an outline about

the webinar. Our

Chairman and

Provincial Superior of

CFIC, India Rev.Fr.Jose

Mathew Parayil CFIC

delivered the

presidential address,

The most awaited chief

guest of the day Prof.

(Dr.) M.V.Narayanan

Vice Chancellor, Sree

Sakaracharya University

of Sanskrit, Kalady

inaugurated the

conference. Felicitation

for the formal forenoon

session was carried out

by our hon.Vice

Principal Rev.Fr.Chacko

Kochuparambil CFIC.

The keynote address

and 1st presentation for

the day was done by

Dr.Sander Lleshaj,

former Home Minister of

Albania. His thoughts

and ideologies on the

topic media and social

issues was really

commendable and

remarkable. Followed

by Ms.Saritha S Balan’s

presentation, (Kerala

bureau head-The News

Minute) on the topic

women in media and

how media handles

issues related to women

really drew the attention

of the audience as it

gains relevance in the

present scenario.

Forenoon formal

session was put to an

end by the vote of

thanks of Mr.Anandan.A

P, Assistant professor,

Department of

Commerce and

Management Studies.

About 9 research

scholars and students

from various colleges

and universities did their

paper presentations in a

very good manner. We

concluded our day one

of international

conference with a vote

of thanks by Mr. NIBIN

P KURIAN, HOD, Dept.

Of English.

With the confidence of

the best ever kick start

and experience that we

gained the day before,

we began our day two

also with a prayer.

Mr.Aswin.P K, Webinar

Coordinator delivered

the welcome address

for the session. We had

2 chief guests for that

day, Adv.Dr.Sebastian

Paul - Ex MP and Mr.

M.V Nikesh Kumar-

Managing Director,

Reporter TV. Our chief

guests were chaired by

Mr.Alex Johnson,

Assistant Professor &

Program Coordinator,

MIIMS and Dr.Georgie.

K E, HOD - Dept. of

Chemistry, St.Mary’s

College, Puthanangadi.

About 13 scholarly

presentations were

witnessed on that day.

Both the days’ paper

presentations were

evaluated by our panel

of judges – Prof. (Dr.)

Geo Paul.K,

Dr.Jensmon George

and Ms.Aparna

Prasanthi. We were

able to begin our

valedictory session by

4pm with a welcome

speech by Ms.Sreedevi.

V, HOD-Dept.of

Economics, St.Marys’s

College, Puthanangadi

our Vicar Provincial

Rev.Fr.Varghese

Kochuparambil CFIC

was our chief guest for

the winding up

ceremony. Prof.(Dr.)

Geo Paul.K, Director,

MIIMS, Puthanangadi

has announced the best

paper presentation

awards. Finally we

concluded the final day

of our International

conference cum

webinar on Media,

Society & Culture-

Emerging Trends with a

vote of thanks by

Ms.Athira Das,

Assistant Professor,

Dept. of Psychology,

St.Mary’s College,

Puthanangadi.

Two Day International Conference on Media, Society and Culture -
Emerging Trends.
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We miss you 

Udayan sir….!!!

Let us pay homage to our

colleague and friend Udayan

sir who had been very much

with us for more than a

decade. Ever since he joined

St. Mary’s college as an

Assistant Professor of English,

his presence was a lively and

happy experience to his

students, colleagues, the office

staff and the college

authorities. His sudden demise

has filled all our minds with

infinite grief. Let me recall to

my mind what Udayan sir

appeared to me during the

period of our close

association.

Udayan sir was not fortunate

enough to be born with a silver

spoon in his mouth. Naturally

he did not have the

opportunities to get higher

education in regular and

reputed institutions. But he did

not allow his poor

circumstances to be an

obstacle to fulfil his ambitions.

He strove hard to achieve his

goal and ultimately acquired

bachelor and post graduate

degrees in English language

and literature by private study.

Finally, he fulfilled his ambition

and became a teacher, not just

a teacher but rose to the

position of professor of post

graduate students of English.

The graduate and post

graduate students of English at

St. Mary’s College have been

great beneficiaries of his

teaching. Students appreciated

his teaching, and I hope that

they will never forget him as

long as they are alive.

Ever since his joining the

Department of English, I was

closely associated with him,

and I am glad to state that I

had have no occasion to have

any disagreement or

displeasure. In fact, it was he

who carried out the

responsibilities of the Head of

the Department most of the

time. Consequently, he had

also to encounter undeserved

blame from some of the

colleagues who were unhappy

with the allocation of work or

the distribution of Time-Table.

He was prepared to take up

any amount of work and did it

with dedication. He could

tackle authors of any period-

traditional, modern or

postmodern- with ease. Books

were his companion and he

studied them thoroughly and

taught them successfully.

Whenever the management

allotted some funds to buy

books for the library, it was he

who prepared the list of

essential books with the

cooperation of his colleagues.

He volunteered himself to go

to Bangalore, Chennai,

Ernakulam and Kozhikode

along with the team to

purchase books. Udayan sir

was so familiar with all the

books available in the library

that he could guide and help

newly appointed teachers to

select the most useful books

for teaching a particular work

by an author.

He was simple, unassuming,

unpretentious and sincere. I do

not think that he had had any

special training in the art of

teaching. But he taught in his

own characteristic traditional

method which I am told was

liked by his students. It was his

hard work and sincerity that

made him a useful and good

teacher. We know that

Scholarship alone does not

make a person a good

teacher. When students

realize that a teacher tries his

best to their benefit, they will

certainly respect him, and this

is the best reward that a

teacher can ever expect.

Udayan sir could win the

hearts of all his students.

The love for power and

position is a human weakness.

But Udayan sir was quite

different. He was very

reluctant to accept any

position. when there was an

offer to become the Head of

the Department not only he

declined it but told the

authorities that he would take

up any amount of teaching

assignment, but he would not

receive any such position. He

did not also like to appear on

the stage. When occasions

arose, he would depute

someone else to take his

place. He was friendly with all

his colleagues, other staff and

the college authorities, but he

always kept a little distance

with everyone. Now let us take

Udayan sir’s departure as a

reality. What is lost is lost

forever. What we can do is to

accept it as the will of the

Almighty.

Udayan sir’s untimely

departure has created a

vacuum in his family. His

unemployed wife, his young

children and their education,

his unfinished house, etc… are

problems to be resolved. The

most urgent need is the

completion of his house which

was his dream. What his

colleagues, friends, students

and well- wishers can do is to

cooperate with those who take

the initiative contributing what

they can to complete this

project.

It is consoling to learn that all

the members of his family are

greatly attached to one

another. Theirs a joint family

and they were all staying

together. Let us all pray that

the good God grants him

eternal peace. May God

console and bless his

bereaved family.

We all miss you Udayan sir –

your colleagues miss you, your

students miss you, your family

miss you, all your friends miss

you, all of us miss you…!!
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Department of Mathematics

• The Department of

Mathematics organised a

seminar on 21st June 22, on

the topic Introduction to Life

Skills. Ms Athira Das,

Assistant Professor,

Department of Psychology,

St. Mary’s college gave an

introduction to life skills.

• The department has

organised an inter-collegiate

online webinar on 29th June

22, on the topic Importance of

Statistics and Census Data in

National Development. Mr.

Jayesh P, Assistant Director,

Directorate of Census

Operation, Banglore,

Karnataka, presented the

topic.

Women Cell
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• On 3rd June, the Women Cell

of St. Mary’s College,

Puthanangadi has organized

an awareness session to the

girls on the topic, “need for

Cleanliness and Hygiene.” In

which, Dr. Sajitha PS,

Consultant Gynecologist,

KIMS Alshifa, perinthalmanna

took the class.
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